The BLACK ENVIRO–DEATH is the DEADLIEST THREAT in the history of the Professional Lawn Care Industry.

BLACK ENVIRO–DEATH means that the Professional Lawn Care Industry is FINISHED!

BLACK ENVIRO–DEATH was caused by Enviro–Vermin who CONSPIRED to PROHIBIT pest control products that were otherwise FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE.

BLACK ENVIRO–DEATH was also caused by PROMINENT GREEN SPACE ORGANIZATIONS that SUPPORTED LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION.

THESE ORGANIZATIONS ASSURED THE DEATH OF THE MODERN PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY!

BLACK ENVIRO–DEATH EASILY CLAIMED ITS VICTIMS because there were NO effective alternatives to the conventional pest control products wherever they may be prohibited!

THE CLAIM FROM ENVIRO–VERMIN THAT PROHIBITION STIMULATED BUSINESS WAS A LIE.

They LIED, and LIED, and LIED, and LIED.
LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION HAS LED TO BLACK ENVIRO–DEATH!

PROHIBITION led to BANKRUPTCIES, BUSINESS FAILURES, UNEMPLOYMENT, DESPAIR, and DESTITUTION!

The PROHIBITION of conventional pest control products has EXTENSIVELY DAMAGED the Professional Lawn Care Industry, ANNIHILATING up to 60 per cent of the businesses in the Province of Quebec alone.

Politicians and the public were assured by Enviro–Vermin that so–called lower–risk alternatives, or Green Alternatives, were already available to replace conventional pest control products in the event of PROHIBITION!

Enviro–Vermin were Lying Sacs of Cwap! — Green Alternatives were NOT SAFER, NOT BETTER, and NOT MORE EFFECTIVE!

These so called Green Alternatives touted by Enviro–Vermin not only DID NOT WORK, they were also STUNNINGLY EXPENSIVE. VERY EXPENSIVE!

Conveniently, many of these Green Alternatives are distributed by the Enviro–Vermin themselves — the same Enviro–Vermin that CONSPIRED for PROHIBITION — many Enviro–Vermin were simply GREEDY and OPPORTUNISTIC SALES VERMIN.

When conventional pest control products were PROHIBITED in a community, these Enviro–Vermin moved in with their own highly expensive BOGUS alternatives!

These Enviro–Vermin carried BLACK DEATH to the Professional Lawn Care Industry.

And PROFITED from it!
And now, the BLACK ENVIRO-DEATH has SPREAD to the Green Alternatives.

The PROHIBITION of the Green Alternative Fiesta Herbicide by Halifax Regional Municipality is ALARMING NEWS.

Already, the PROHIBITION of conventional pest control products has EXTENSIVELY DAMAGED the Professional Lawn Care Industry.

Even though it was a weak and BOGUS substitute to conventional weed control products, Fiesta did provide a bridge for many Professional Lawn Care Companies to weather the storm until common sense hopefully prevailed.
Without Fiesta, the Lawn Care industry is truly FINISHED!

It is now only a matter of time.

Green Alternatives are now, predictably, being PROHIBITED.

It now starts in Halifax, the second North American city to have PROHIBITED conventional pest control products in 2000–2003.

The FIRST Terrorist Conspiracy Cycle — PROHIBIT all conventional products and EXTENSIVELY DAMAGE the Professional Lawn Care Industry.
With Enviro-Vermin ...  

The BLACK DEATH of Environmental-Terrorism will NEVER END  

The SECOND Terrorist Conspiracy Cycle — PROHIBIT all of the alternatives and ANNIHILATE the Lawn Care Industry.

The Enviro-Vermin have concluded that the Green Alternatives DO NOT WORK, and are now considered EXPENDABLE.

Environmental-Terrorism NEVER ENDS !

PROMINENT GREEN SPACE INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS REFUSED to establish a BEACH-HEAD against the Enviro-Vermin, and well, they BETRAYED the Lawn Care Industry.

They ASSURED its DEATH !

Without Fiesta, the Lawn Care industry is truly FINISHED !
Prominent Green Space Industry Organizations BETRAYED the Professional Lawn Care Industry

Because of LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION, the DEPRAVED INDIFFERENCE of Environmental–Vermin led to LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT, inflicting TERROR, DESPAIR, and DESTINUTION on THOUSANDS of hapless victims throughout the Professional Lawn Care Industry.

LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION DESTROYED the Professional Lawn Care Industry in many jurisdictions, but especially in the Province of Ontario, with LOSSES reaching 500,000,000 DOLLARS.

DAMAGES were EXTENSIVE because there were NO valid, effective, legal, economical, and safer Green Alternatives to replace conventional products.

With LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION, Professional Lawn Care Companies were UNABLE to satisfy their customers with adequate pest control.

In 2010 and 2011, several PROMINENT GREEN SPACE INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS decided to CONSPIRE with other Environmental–Vermin in order to SUPPORT the PROHIBITION of pest control products.

This CONSPIRACY occurred despite the fact that the PROHIBITED pest control products were FEDERALLY REGISTERED and SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE.

Rather than ESTABLISH a BEACH–HEAD, and DEFEND conventional products, these INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS preferred to BETRAY the Professional Lawn Care Industry.
Moreover, many of these INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS were composed of LEADERS that had INVESTED in Green Alternatives, or had been STRONGLY SEDUCED or INFLUENCED by Prohibition–Terrorist–Organizations.

Overall, there were NO valid, effective, legal, economical, and safer Green Alternatives to replace the PROHIBITED products.

There will be NO VALID Green Alternatives within our collective lifetime.

So-called Green Alternatives, like Fiesta, became recognized as BOGUS and DISMAL FAILURES.

Enviro–Vermin had ASSURED everybody that valid, effective, legal, economical, and safer Green Alternatives were already available to replace conventional pest control products.

Once PROMINENT GREEN SPACE INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS had SUPPORTED LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION, it was a DEATH SENTENCE for the Professional Lawn Care Industry.

With the BETRAYAL of PROMINENT GREEN SPACE INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS, Enviro–Vermin became VALIDATED in the TERRORIST CAUSE.

These Enviro–Vermin ultimately sought to ELIMINATE ALL pest control products, including the Green Alternatives.

As a CONSEQUENCE of the BETRAYAL of PROMINENT GREEN SPACE INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS, PROHIBITION–TERRORISM will NEXT spread to the GOLF INDUSTRY, and then NURSERY PRODUCTION, and then AGRICULTURE.

Consequently, the FAILURE to STOP Enviro–Vermin will allow PROHIBITION–TERRORISM to finally SPREAD NATIONALLY for ALL pest control products.

Jurisdictions like Halifax Regional Municipality PROHIBITED Green Alternatives like Fiesta because they were deemed as DUBIOUS LOWER–RISK ALTERNATIVES to conventional products!
Jurisdictions like Halifax Regional Municipality also PROHIBITED Green Alternatives like Fiesta because ACCEPTABLE Green Alternatives were chosen with ARBITRARY STANDARDS.

Green Alternatives confusingly needed to be BIOLOGICAL, ECOLOGICAL, NATURAL, NON–COSMETIC, NON–SYNTHETIC, IMPOSSIBLY NON–TOXIC, ORGANIC, and/or REDUCED–RISK.

Nevertheless, Green Alternatives were BOGUS, were HIGHER IN TOXICITY, and posed HIGHER ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS.

Overall, Green Alternatives were BOGUS, and required MORE PERSONAL PROTECTION for the user.

Moreover, BOGUS Green Alternatives were ALMOST TOTALLY INEFFECTIVE except under specific circumstances, or required an EXHORBITANT NUMBER of REPEAT APPLICATIONS in order to be effective.

Consequently, a consensus began to build among FRANCHISE COMPANIES.

These FRANCHISE COMPANIES may seek damages with a class-action lawsuit against any Parent–Company that had JOINED with Enviro–Vermin in order to SUPPORT PROHIBITION.

Moreover, these PARENT–COMPANIES FAILED to provide their FRANCHISE COMPANIES with valid, effective, legal, economical, and safer Green Alternatives.

These PARENT–COMPANIES BETRAYED their FRANCHISE COMPANIES.

These and other PROMINENT GREEN SPACE INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS BETRAYED the Entire Professional Lawn Care Industry.

The Professional Lawn Care Industry is FINISHED.

Its DEATH is ASSURED — and it is THEIR FAULT!
Prominent Green Space Organizations that Supported Lunatic Prohibition Terror and Assured the Death of the Professional Lawn Care Industry

Canadian Golf Superintendents Association
LandsCAPE Nova Scotia
LandsCAPE Ontario
Nutri-Lawn Parent-Company
Western Canada Turfgrass Association
Weed Man Parent-Company

These organizations are DISMAL FAILURES and operate with their HEADS UP THEIR ASSES
Prominent Green Space Organizations Supported Lunatic Prohibition Terror and Assured the Death of the Professional Lawn Care Industry

The Black Death was THEIR FAULT!
Force Of Nature presents THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG). It is a series of Reports destined for the Green Space Industry, the Environmental Terror Movement, Governments, and the Media, nationwide across Canada, the United States, and overseas. The information presented in Force Of Nature has been developed for the education and entertainment of the reader by providing a sequence of historical events WITH COMMENTARY. The neutrality of these Reports might be disputed. Don't thank us. It's a public service. And we are glad to do it.

HUJE are identified on the basis of their statements, activities, affiliations, and whereabouts. Even though each Enviro Lunatic Culprit is a misguided adversary, each still deserves our respect. The use of the terms Lunatic, Maniac, Culprit, Terrorist, or Basterd are not accusations of any legal wrong doing. Force Of Nature is simply holding Enviro Lunatic activists accountable for conspiring to change public policies that TERRORIZE, HARM, and THREATEN the Green Space Industry.

HUJE is a term used to describe Enviro Lunatic Activists that routinely concoct FEAR MONGERING, FRAUDULENT LIES, MISCONCEPTIONS, COERCION, THREATS, DECEPTIONS, TERROR, and PARANOID CONSPIRACIES that are DESIGNED to SCAM and DECEIVE the public into believing there is some IMAGINARY DANGER with conventional pest control products. HUJE also SCAM and DECEIVE Government Officials into the NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS CONSPIRACY to PROHIBIT conventional pest control products that are FEDERALLY LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, TOTALLY IRREPLACEABLE, and ABSOLUTELY INDISPENSABLE.

HUJE have created LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT, inflicting DESPAIR and DESTRUCTION for THOUSANDS of hapless victims throughout the Green Space Industry. The DEPRAVED INDIFFERENCE of Lunatic Culprit Terrorist Basterd HUJE is viewed as a form of TERROR, HARM, and THREAT against the Green Space Industry.

This Report provides NO guarantee regarding accuracy or completeness. In no event shall Force Of Nature be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, lost profits, or any indirect damages. Force Of Nature is TOTALLY INDEPENDENT of any trade association or business operating within the Green Space Industry. The events, characters, companies, and organizations, depicted in this Report are not always fictitious. Any similarity to actual persons, living or dead, may not be coincidental. All information, excerpts, and pictures contained in this Report were found somewhere on the Internet, and may be considered in the public domain, serving one of the following purposes — archive, education, promotion, publicity, or press release.

Force Of Nature, and its various incarnations, is the brainchild of William H. Gathercole and his colleagues. Mr. Gathercole is a principal FOUNDER of the Modern Professional Lawn Care Industry in BOTH Ontario and Quebec. He holds a degree in Horticulture from the UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH, and another pure and applied science degree from MCGILL UNIVERSITY. He has worked in virtually all aspects of the Green Space Industry, including GOLF, PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE, and CHEMICAL INDUSTRY, and has served in environmental compliance, government negotiations, public affairs, and workplace safety. Mr. Gathercole has supervised, consulted, programmed, and/or overseen the successful and safe execution of HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of pest control applications in the urban landscape. He has trained, instructed, and consulted with THOUSANDS of turf managers and technicians. Mr. Gathercole has also been an agricultural agronomist. For many years, Mr. Gathercole was a contributing columnist for TURF & Recreation Magazine, Canada's Turf and Grounds Maintenance Authority.

Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues have followed the evolution of LUNATIC ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM for over a quarter century. For FIFTEEN YEARS, the strategies designed and implemented by Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues guaranteed the control of the VERMIN OF ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR for the entire Modern Green Space Industry across Canada. Their involvement in Environmental Issues reached a fevered pitch in the 1990s, when he orchestrated, with his colleagues, legal action against the Forces of Environmental Evil in the Town of Hudson, Quebec.

Today, Mr. Gathercole is the ONLY TRUE RELIABLE WITNESS of the Hudson Affair. Mr. Gathercole is personally credited for crafting the Golf Industry Exception Status that endures to this day. He is also the creator of the signs that are now used for posting after application. His vast knowledge of our long journey with Environmental Issues is UNDENIABLE — hopefully! Mr. Gathercole is now retired, although his name continues to appear as FOUNDER of Force Of Nature.
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Force Of Nature is NOT propaganda ... just The Whole Truth from an Independent Perspective